SCRABBLERS
(Updated December 22, 2019)

SCRABBLERS is a set of 150 laser-cut wooden tiles
comprising two- and three-letter word fragments. Five
game modes in one package as well as online:
Scrabble™ Add-On

Crosswords & Solitaire

Flip

GridLock

Components: The game comes with 150 laser-cut
wooden tiles, each containing 2- or 3-letter word
fragments called bigrams and trigrams. The most
common bigrams and trigrams in the English language
are included. A cardboard grid is included.

SOLITAIRE
Solo Goal: Make as many words as possible.
Solo Setup: Shuffle the tiles and place one random tile in
front of you. Give yourself ten tiles face up.
Solo Game Play: One by one, take your tiles and form
words with adjacent tiles. Words can be made in any
direction, top to bottom and left to right. If you cannot
place a tile, draw another tile and repeat.

FLIP
Flip Goal: Be the first to deplete ten tiles and hopefully
get the top score.
Flip Setup: Shuffle the tiles and give each player ten tiles
face up as their “hand”. Place the remaining tiles face
down in a draw pile as the stockpile. Flip over three tiles.
Game Play: In turn, each player flips one hidden tile from
the stockpile, placing it face up between all the players.
That player then attempts to form one or more words
from one of his/her fragments and either the newly
flipped fragment or any previously flipped letters. It is
possible to make more than one word per turn. Note that
you cannot make words solely from tiles in your hand.
If a word is made, the player calls it out, then flips that
words tiles upside down. If possible, another word can be
made before the turn ends. One minute max per turn.

If a word cannot be made, or for strategic reasons the
player does not want to make a word, any other player
can use that tile to make their word. First to call out a
word grabs that tile to make the word.
An unused tile remains flipped up and can be used later.
Ending the Game: The game ends when one player has
depleted ten tiles. Any tiles that are still face up are
discarded. Each player then adds up the point values on
all upside tiles. The player with the highest score wins. If
there is a tie, the person with the alphabetically-highest
fragment wins.

CROSSWORDS
Crossword Goal: Connect tiles into words. Be the highest
scoring player to win.
Crossword Style Setup: Shuffle all the tiles and give each
player seven tiles face up. Place one random tile between
the players to start the game. All remaining tiles are

placed face down in a draw pile or bag. Designate a
scorekeeper.
Crossword Style Game Play: Players take turns calling
out their words and placing tiles adjacently to other tiles.
Stacking is allowed. Score words as they are played.
Always maintain seven tiles.
Game End: Play until no more tiles can be dispensed and
played, then determine the winner with the highest score.

GRIDLOCK
Goal: Collect and score words.
Setup: Place the 6x6 grid between the players and fill it
with 36 random tiles. Give each player at least three tiles
to maintain as their “hand”.
Game Play: In turn, each player gets a chance to make a
word by combining two or more fragments from their
hand with one or more in the grid. At least one tile will be
stacked. Score the word made. If the player flips over the
tiles in the new word, the word is locked, strategically to
prevent an opponent from using letters to make another
word. One minute maximum per turn.
Maintaining a Hand: Always maintain three tiles.
Game End: Play until no more tiles can be dispensed and
played.

ONLINE SCRABBLERS
Visit our website www.SCRABBLERS.fun for more
solitaire ways to challenge yourself including:
• Print & Play: fit available fragments into a partial
crossword puzzle to form missing words
• Roll & Write: roll dice and select fragments to fit into
a grid to make as many 4- and 6-letter words as
possible.

SCRABBLE™ ADD-ON
Add some or all of the Scrabbler tiles as part of your
Scrabble™ board game for extra points. Play with or
without the original single letter tiles.
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www.SCRABBLERS.fun
Brainy Games lasercuts all sorts of other word games.

Visit www.BRAINY.games for more fun games like:
Word Wide Delivery
Word Sleuths
Stackers
WayWords
Hex-a-Spell
Match’n’Stack
WayWords
Wordsopoly
FourSight
Elementals
LockDown
WRummy
FourWord Thinkers

